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Background Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic patho-
gen that chronically colonises the lungs of bronchiectasis patients
and is associated with a decline in lung function. Epidemic strains
of P. Aeruginosa including Liverpool, Manchester and Midlands-
1, have been described in cystic fibrosis (CF) patients and have
been associated with increased morbidity and mortality, but have
not previously been described in broncheiectasis patients. This
study aimed to establish if there was cross transmission of P. aeru-
ginosa amongst bronciectaisis patients and if epidemic strains
were present.
Material/methods During the period February 2013 to May
2014 P. aeruginosa isolates from sputum samples from bronchiec-
tasis patients were collected. The samples were taken in both pri-
mary and secondary care. All isolates were epidemiologically
typed using multiple-locus variable number tandem repeat
(VNTR) typing. For 20 patients multiple isolates from the same
sample were analysed and for 14 patients multiple samples were
analysed. A strain-specific PCR to identify the Midlands-1 and
Liverpool epidemic P. aeruginosa strains was used on a sub-set of
isolates that had VNTR profiles related to known Liverpool and
Midland-1 epidemic strains.

Results VNTR profiles were obtained for a total of 144 isolates
from 84 patients. A total of 126 unique VNTR profiles were
observed. Typing of multiple isolates from the same sample and
the same patient revealed multiple types, with STRD > 3 in
10/20 isolates from the same sample and 14/15 of multiple sam-
ples from the same patient. A total of 3 patients were chronically
infected with epidemic strains, one with Midlands-1 and two
with Liverpool. All of these patients had had long stays on the
cystic fibrosis ward where patients with the epidemic strains are
nursed.
Conclusions Cross transmission of the P. aeruginosa epidemic
strains from the CF population to the bronchiectasis patients
occurred on several occasions. However, there is no evidence of
cross transmission of non-epidemic strains amongst the bron-
chiectasis population. This study provides evidence for segregat-
ing bronchiectasis and cystic fibrosis patients to prevent
acquisition of epidemic strains. Prospective data is required to see
if patients develop Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection if seen in
non-segregated clinic spaces.
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Stenotrophomonas maltophilia has uncertain clinical significance
in bronchiectasis patients. This retrospective study describes the

Abstract P270 Figure 1 Kaplan-Meier plot illustrating the survival of bronchiectasis patients, with S. maltophila infection resolved (grey) and
unresolved (black) subgroups. There is a statistically significant difference between the plots (log rank test; p < 0.001).
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characteristics and outcomes of this patient group. Bronchiectasis
patients with S. maltophilia were identified from microbiology
records and demographic data was recorded from electronic
patient information. Comparisons were made to a previously
prospectively collected dataset of bronchiectasis patients without
S. maltophilia growth.

There were 174 patients with S. maltophilia and bronchiecta-
sis. Intravenous and oral antibiotics were taken by 38.7% and
48.1% of the cohort respectively in the 2 months prior to the
first S. maltophilia culture. Patients were followed up for a
median of 6 (2–11) years and the mortality was 28.7%. Infection
resolved (3 negative sputa) in 119/174 patients with recurrence
of infection in 32/119. Specific treatment for the S. maltophilia
was given in 91/174 patients, however treatment did not signifi-
cantly affect resolution. Failure of resolution was however signifi-
cantly associated with mortality (p < 0.001) (Figure 1). In the
year prior to S. maltophilia culture, 12.7% grew non-tuberculosis
mycobacterium (NTM). In comparison with a separate bron-
chiectasis cohort, those with S. maltophilia had a lower FEV1
(59.2% vs 68.4%) and there was more immunodeficiency as the
underlying aetiology (10.3% vs 2.38%).

Persistent S. maltophilia has a poor outcome in bronchiectasis.
It may act as a marker of disease severity and the requirement for
antibiotics, and acquisition frequently follows antibiotic use. It
was also associated with the isolation of NTM. The resolution of
infection is common but is not related to treatment directed
against the organism, however persistent infection is associated
with increased mortality.
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Introduction Bronchiectasis can cause significant complications
and severely impact on patients’ quality of life. The majority of
patients can be managed by medical therapy. Although lung resec-
tion is a less popular option, it is still reserved for a small number
of patients with refractory symptoms, antibiotic-resistant bacteria
or complications. The BTS guideline recommends: “Lung resec-
tion surgery may be considered in patients with localised disease
in whom symptoms are not controlled by medical treatment”.
However, the lack of a clear referral framework means respira-
tory physicians may have missed valuable opportunities to discuss
the option of surgery. Thus, we aim to raise awareness about this
option among physicians. At a tertiary bronchiectasis clinic, we
investigated the proportions of patients with resectable disease
and whether appropriate surgical referrals were made. Develop-
ment of a referral framework was later proposed.
Methods This is a retrospective study assessing all patients under
the care of the bronchiectasis clinic at Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Birmingham. The collected data included clinic letters, CT scan
and spirometry reports. Based on surgical criteria, we developed

Abstract P271 Figure 1 Pathway to identify candidates potentially suitable for surgery
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